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Thousands of books that we want to sell …  
                                      

                                                                 and hopefully, that you wish to buy ...  
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The downside of the internet for bookselling is that there is often very little 
personal contact between the bookseller and the book buyer.  
 
We hope to remedy this by offering a bespoke and customer focused service 
and have been in the book business for over fifty years.  
 
For this catalogue we selected items from our large and interesting stock to 
show the diversity of the subjects we cover. Hopefully this will encourage you 
to visit our website: www.kbooksltd.co.uk which shows the types of books, 
prints, portraits and maps that we deal in and our extensive stock is viewable 
via this link.  
 
 

___________________________________________________ 

 

How to order:  
 
The above image features all the books in Catalogue 22 Part 4 (Items 128 – 
166) – if you are interested in a particular item and would like more detailed 
images, please contact us and we can e-mail these to you.  
 
 
Please order directly from K Books Ltd, quote Cat 22 Part 4, the page number, 
item number & title 
 

By phone: 01759 302142 (UK) +44 1759 302142 (International) 
 

By e-mail: kbooks@clara.co.uk  
 

By letter: K Books Ltd, Waplington Hall, Allerthorpe, York, YO42 4RS, UK 
 

Postage is extra. When you order we will issue an invoice. Payment by PayPal, 
bank transfer (BACs) or cheque.  
 

 
If this mode of selling is successful to both you and K. Books Ltd, we hope to 
issue twice monthly catalogues of books and prints at reasonable prices.  
 

If you no longer wish to receive catalogues, please do contact us and we will 
remove you from our mailing list.  
 
 
 

http://www.kbooksltd.co.uk/
https://www.abebooks.co.uk/k-books-ltd-aba-ilab-york/99083/sf
mailto:kbooks@clara.co.uk
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128. TWAIN, Mark. The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (Tom Sawyer's 

Comrade). 410pp, illustrated by Edward Windsor Kemble, hardcover, quarter 

green calf, elaborate gilt decorated boards and spine, raised bands, all edges 

gilt, very good condition, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1982. * very 

attractive edition of Huckleberry Finn. £15 

 

129. BALZAC, Honoré De. Pere Goriot. 376pp, well-illustrated by Albert Lynch, 

bound in quarter calf (blue black spine/grey cloth), elaborate gilt decorated 

boards and spine, raised bands, all edges gilt, very good condition, Oxford 

University Press, Oxford, 1982. * nicely bound Balzac with illustrations by 

Albert Lynch. £15 

 

130. THOMAS, Hugh. The Story of Sandhurst. 244pp, illustrated, hard cover, 

bound in quarter red calf, gilt decorated spine, title label inset on black 

morocco, gilt lettering, very good condition, Hutchinson, London, 1961. * an 

excellent history of Sandhurst military academy written by a brilliant historian - 

a fascinating account of Sandhurst's establishment and growth. £40 

 

131. WETHERED, Newton. Mediaeval Craftsmanship and the Modern Amateur 

More Particularly with Reference to Metal and Enamel. xii + 150pp, 

illustrated, brown embossed cloth, gilt lettering, very good condition, 

Longmans, Green and Co., London, 1923. * valuable treatise with sound 

practical information on the art of enamelling, Niello work etc. £20 

 

132. ROBERTSON, John M. A Short History of Freethought, Ancient and 

Modern. First Edition, xv + 447pp, hardcover, green cloth, gilt lettering, very 

good condition, Swan Sonnenschein & Co. Ltd., London, 1899. * a good sound 

history. £25 

 

133. D'AUVERGNE, Edmund B. Switzerland in Sunshine & Snow. viii + 307 + 4pp 

book catalogue, 36 plates in colour and half-ton, pictorial blue cloth, gilt 

lettering and gilt decorated spine and gilt lined boards, previous owner's name 

inside dated 1914, a bright copy, very good condition, T. Werner Laurie, 

London, circa 1910. * an attractive antique guide. £20 
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134. ANON. The Continental Tourist and Pictorial Companion ... European 

Scenery (Belgium & Nassau)  Full title: The Continental Tourist and Pictorial 

Companion, illustrated with 62 beautiful engravings on steel of the most 

interesting European scenery, v + 140pp, engraved title and frontis, 60 beautiful 

steel engravings (two maps missing), bound in original embossed pale green 

cloth, gilt decorated front board and elaborately decorated spine, gilt lettering, 

all edges gilt, Provenance: with an armorial bookplate with the motto 'non 

mutandus', good condition, Parry & Co., London, 1850. * fine views of Antwerp, 

Mechlin, Brussels, Choquier, Leige, Aix-la-Chapelle, Frankfort, Koenigstein, etc. 

£120 

 

135. MONTAIGNE, Michel De. Selected Essays. 481pp, coloured frontis, well- 

illustrated by Carol Wald, bound in red quarter calf, elaborate gilt decorated 

boards and spine, raised bands, all edges gilt, very good condition, Oxford 

University Press, Oxford, 1982. * a beautiful and contemporary bound edition 

of Montaigne's Essays. £15 

 

136. RUSSELL, Lord John. Correspondence of John, , Fourth Duke of Bedford: 

Selected From the Originals at Woburn Abbey. With an Introduction, by ... (3 

VOLS) 3 volume set, lvi + 595pp with engraved frontispiece portrait, xxxi + 

429pp, lxxxiv + 440pp, bound in half tan calf with marbled boards, gilt 

decorated spine, title labels inset on green and red morocco, gilt lettering, 

raised bands, all edges and endpapers marbled, Provenance: with the armorial 

bookplates of Sir Thomas Erskine May and Leopold Salomons in each volume, 

very good condition, Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans, London, 1846. * a 

very attractive set for anyone interested in 18th century history and politics. 

£285 

 

137. BROWN, R. Allen. English Medieval Castles. 208pp, frontis, very well 

illustrated with black and white photographs as well as line drawings, 

hardcover, green cloth, gilt lettering, very good condition, B. T. Batsford Ltd., 

London, 1954. * a sound and most informative study of castles from early 

Norman onwards. £20 
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138. HARDWICK, Michael and Mollie. The Sherlock Holmes Companion. ix + 

232pp, illustrated, green cloth, gilt lettered, good condition, John Murray, 

London, 1962. * indispensable companion - a 'Who's Who' of Sherlock Holmes 

stories - plots, characters, locations, etc. £15 

 

139. MILTOUN, Francis. The Cathedrals and Churches of the Rhine. xiv + (4) + 

370pp, 90 illustrations, plans & diagrams by Blanche McManus, dark blue cloth, 

gilt decorated boards, gilt lettered, top edge gilt, Provenance: with an 

attractive bookplate, a bright crisp copy, very good condition, Brimley Johnson 

& Ince Ltd., London, 1906.  * a splendid well-illustrated account. £20 

 

140. COMPTON, Theodore. Recollections of Tottenham Friends and the Forster 

Family. 74pp + (1) + (4) adverts, hardcover, pale green cloth, gilt lettering, very 

good condition, Edward Hicks Jun., London, 1893. * covers Quakers, Tottenham 

and the Forster Family. £20 

 

141. MACMANUS, Francis. After the Flight Being Eyewitness Sketches from 

Irish History from A.D. 1607 to 1916. 214pp + (2) blank, hardcover, orange 

cloth, black lettered, dust wrapper clipped but good, gift inscription inside but 

o/w very good condition, The Talbot Press Limited, Dublin, 1938. * twenty vivid 

and salient episodes covering the highs & lows of Irish History. £18 

 

142. BORROW, George. The Romany Rye; A Sequel to "Lavengro" by … (2 

VOLS). Second Edition, 2 Vols, over 650pp, original green cloth, gilt lettering 

spines neatly & expertly re-laid, a good set, very good condition, John Murray, 

London, 1858. * a splendid study of early 19th century England & its gypsies. 

£50 

 

143. WRIGHT, Thomas. The Town of Cowper or the Literary and Historical 

Associations to Olney and Its Neighbourhood by ... xii + 280pp, frontis, 

numerous illustrations, green cloth, gilt lettering, Provenance: with crowned 

armorial bookplate with motto 'Honi Soit Qui Mal Pense', some foxing to 

endpapers o/w very good condition, Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, & 

Rivington, London, 1886. * a good account of Olney in Buckinghamshire. £25 
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144. BELL, Andrew. Historical Sketches of Feudalism, British & Continental; 

With Numerous Notices of the Doings of the Feudalry, in All Ages and 

Countries. First Edition, 447pp, hardcover, expertly re-bound in new quarter 

calf, title label inset on black morocco, gilt lettering, gilt decorated spine, very 

good condition, Partridge & Oakey, London, 1852. * a serious mid-19th century 

study of feudalism. £65 

 

145. SCHROETER, C. Das Pflanzenleben der Alpen. Eine Schilderung der 

Hochgebirgsflora. xvi + 808pp, illustrated throughout with 274 text 

illustrations, photographs and drawings, five folding tables and five folding 

plates, some minor underlining in pen and pencil o/w in excellent condition, 

Albert Raustein, Zurich, 1908. * text in German. £50 

 

The next six items (146 - 151) are all original eighteenth century plays 

performed at the Theatre Royal in Drury Lane, London.  

 

146. CIBBER, Colley. The Careless Husband, a Comedy … 84pp, engraved 

frontispiece of  Mr Dodd as the character of Lord Foppington, neatly and 

expertly re-bound, hardcover, new pink boards, very good condition, John Bell, 

London, 1777. £30 

 

147. HAWKESWORTH, Dr. Amphitryon: or, the Two Socias. A Comedy, As 

Altered from Dryden by ... 76pp, engraved frontispiece of  Mr Quick as the 

character of Judge Gripus, neatly and expertly re-bound, hardcover, new pink 

boards, very good condition, John Bell, London, 1777. £30 

 

148. CONGREVE, Mr. The Old Batchelor, a Comedy, by ... 82pp, engraved 

frontispiece of  Mr Foote as the character of Fondlewife, neatly and expertly re-

bound, hardcover, new pink boards, very good condition, John Bell, London, 

1776. £30 

 

149. FARQUHAR, Mr. G. The Inconstant; or The Way to Win Him. A Comedy as 

Written by ...  72pp, engraved frontispiece of  Mrs Lessingham as the character 

of Oriana, neatly and expertly re-bound, hardcover, new pink boards, very good 

condition, John Bell, London, 1777. £30 
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150. MOORE, Mr. The Foundling. A Comedy, as Written by ... 62pp, engraved 

frontispiece of  Miss Pope as the character of Rosetta, neatly and expertly re-

bound, hardcover, new pink boards, very good condition, John Bell, London, 

1777. £30 

 

151. STEELE, Sir. Richard. The Funeral; or, Grief A-La-Mode. A Comedy as 

Written by ... 78pp, engraved frontispiece of  Mrs Hopkins as the character of 

Lady Brumpton, neatly and expertly re-bound, hardcover, new pink boards, 

very good condition, John Bell, London, 1777. £30 

 

152. EVANS, Captain Edward R. G. R. South With Scott by ... xiv + 284pp, 

frontis, illustrated, 3 maps, bound in polished prize calf, gilt decorated front 

board with the crest of Epsom College, gilt decorated spine, title label inset on 

red and green morocco, gilt lettering, marbled edges and boards, Provenance: 

prize presentation copy to ‘W. J. S. Downer for Geography, July 1929.', front 

hinge repaired but firm, bound by Bickers, good condition, Collins, London, 

1924. £25 

 

153. MORLEY, John Viscount. Critical Miscellanies. xiii + 362pp, bound in half 

polished morocco, gilt decorated front board with the crest of Epsom College, 

gilt decorated spine, gilt lettering, top edge gilt, marbled endpapers, 

exceedingly well re-spined, strong hinges, Provenance: prize presentation copy 

to ‘W. J. S. Downer for Examinational Success, July 1929', bound by Bickers, 

very good condition, Macmillan and Co. Limited, London, 1921. * includes 

sections on Emerson, Carlyle, Byron, Wordsworth, Macauley, Eliot, Pattison's 

Memoirs, Harriet Martineau, 'The Ring and the Book', Memorials of a Man of 

Letters, W.R. Greg: A Sketch. £45 

 

154. MORLEY, John Viscount. Oracles on Man & Government. 234pp, bound in 

half polished morocco, gilt decorated front board with the crest of Epsom 

College, gilt decorated spine, gilt lettering, top edge gilt, marbled endpapers, 

exceedingly well re-spined, strong hinges, Provenance: prize presentation copy 

to ‘W. J. S. Downer for Examinational Success, July 1929', bound by Bickers, 

very good condition, Macmillan and Co. Limited, London, 1921. * includes 

sections on Mill, Lecky, Maine, Popular Government, Liberalism and Reaction, 

Aphorisms, Vauvenargues, French Models and Auguste Comte. £45 
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155. MORLEY, John Viscount. Voltaire. xii + 297pp, bound in half polished 

morocco, gilt decorated front board with the crest of Epsom College, gilt 

decorated spine, gilt lettering, top edge gilt, marbled endpapers, exceedingly 

well re-spined, strong hinges, Provenance: prize presentation copy to ‘W. J. S. 

Downer for Examinational Success, July 1929', very good condition, Macmillan 

and Co. Limited, London, 1921. * includes sections on Preliminary, English 

Influences, Literature, Berlin, Religion, History and Ferney. £45 

 

156. MORLEY, John Viscount. Burke. vi + 213pp, bound in half polished 

morocco, gilt decorated front board with the crest of Epsom College, gilt 

decorated spine, gilt lettering, top edge gilt, marbled endpapers, exceedingly 

well re-spined, strong hinges, Provenance: prize presentation copy to ‘W. J. S. 

Downer for Examinational Success, July 1929', very good condition, Macmillan 

and Co. Limited, London, 1921. * includes sections on early life and writings, 

Ireland, the Constitutional Struggle, Paris, The American War, Warren Hastings, 

The French Revolution, Burke's Literary Characters, etc. £45 

 

157. MORLEY, John Viscount. Walpole. vi + 233pp, bound in half polished 

morocco, gilt decorated front board with the crest of Epsom College, gilt 

decorated spine, gilt lettering, top edge gilt, marbled endpapers, exceedingly 

well re-spined, strong hinges, Provenance: prize presentation copy to ‘W. J. S. 

Downer for Examinational Success, July 1929', very good condition, Macmillan 

and Co. Limited, London, 1921. * includes sections on early years, Queen Anne, 

Whig Schism, Bolingbroke, the Court, Characteristics, The Cabinet, Fiscal Policy, 

Domestic Affairs, Foreign Policy and Walpole's Fall. £45 

 

158. MORLEY, John Viscount. Rousseau (2 VOLS). 2 Volume Set, xi + 269pp, xiii 

+ 265pp, bound in half polished morocco, gilt decorated front board with the 

crest of Epsom College, gilt decorated spine, gilt lettering, top edge gilt, 

marbled endpapers, exceedingly well re-spined, strong hinges, Provenance: 

prize presentation copy to ‘W. J. S. Downer for Examinational Success, July 

1929', very good condition, Macmillan and Co. Limited, London, 1921. * 

includes sections on Theresa le Vasseur, Savoy, Paris, The Hermitage, Music, 

Voltaire and D'Alembert, Montmorency, Persecution, England, The End, 

Emilius, The Social Contract and The Savoyard Vicar, etc. £90 
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159. GRESWELL, Edward (Editor). Harmonia Evangelia Sive Quatuor Evangelia 

Atque Actus Apostolorum Graece Pro Temporis et Rerum Serie in Parties Sex 

Distributi ... lx + 505pp, endpaper with inscription neatly removed, bound in 

polished calf, gilt decorated front board with fine embossed image of a 

building, raised bands, gilt lettering, spine discoloured, Provenance: with the 

cancelled bookplate of University College, Exeter, Typographeo Academico, 

Oxford, 1855. * text in Latin and Greek throughout - very pleasing typography. 

£45 

 

160. CATALLUS. Properti Carmina Quae Extant Omnia. 319pp, bound in prize 

tree calf, gilt decorated front board with the motif of Epsom college, gilt 

decorated spine, title label inset on red morocco, gilt lettering, marbled 

endpapers, all edges marbled, exceedingly well re-spined by a splendid book 

binder, Provenance: prize presentation copy to ‘W. J. S. Downer for 

Examinational Success, July 1929', very good condition, Medici Society, London, 

1910. * Latin text. £60 

 

161. COX, G. Stevens (Editor). The Night-Walker: Or Evening Rambles in Search 

After Lewd Women, With the Conferences Held with Them ... 30pp, LIMITED 

EDITION, Facsimile Reprint, softcover, bound in wrappers, very good condition, 

Toucan Press, Guernsey, 1970.  * an anonymous and apparently unique 17th 

century pamphlet, which attacks sexual libertinism - valuable for the 

encounters, content and style. The title of this pamphlet was devised so that 

the prurient would mistake it for pornography. £5 

 

162. JOHNSON, J.C.F. Getting Gold, a Practical Treatise for Prospectors, Miners 

and Students. xii + 204 + 32pp of book adverts, illustrated, red cloth, gilt 

lettered, Provenance: belonged to 'H. B. Venning and Marshal Ward, partners 

and prospectors in California, Nevada & Colorado, 1899' (inscription on 

endpapers), good condition, Charles Griffin and Company, Limited, London, 

1898. * chapters on prospecting, lode or reef prospecting, the genesiology of 

gold, gold extraction, roasting of ores, mining appliances and methods, rules of 

thumb, selected data and Australian Mining Regulations. £40 
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163. HAKLUYT, Richard and IRVING, Laurence. A Selection of the Principal 

Voyages, Traffiques and Discoveries of the English Nation. xxiv + 294pp, 

frontis, beautiful maritime illustrations, bound in prize tree calf, gilt decorated 

front board with the motif of Epsom college, elaborate gilt decorated spine, 

title label inset on red morocco, gilt lettering, marbled endpapers, all edges 

marbled, exceedingly well re-spined by a splendid binder, Provenance: prize 

presentation copy to ‘W. J. S. Downer for Senior Geography, July 1929', very 

good condition, William Heinemann Ltd, London, 1927. * a new edition of 

Hakluyt's Voyages from 1552 - 1616 written for young adults. £60 

 

164. JAMESON, Anna Brownell. Legends of the Madonna as Represented in the 

Fine Arts. xxiii + 483pp, well-illustrated from old books and manuscripts in 

photogravure and line drawings, bound in quarter vellum with blue boards, 

uncut, new title label inset on morocco, gilt decorated spine, very good 

condition, Unit Library Ltd, London, 1904. * covers all the legends associated 

with Mary at different stages of her life. £20 

 

165. CREASY, Sir Edward. The Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World from 

Marathon to Waterloo. xxviii + 472pp, text maps, finely bound in prize calf, gilt 

decorated board featuring Epsom College motif, elaborately gilt decorated 

spine, raised bands, marbled edges and endpapers, Provenance: prize award 

label to ‘W. J. S. Downer', bound by Bickers, very good, Oxford University Press, 

London, 1915. * detailed account of fifteen major battles including Hastings, 

Blenheim, Tours, Saratoga, Waterloo, etc. £50 

 

166. ANON. A Compleat Collection of all the Protests Made in the House of 

Lords from 1641 to the Dissolution of the Last Parliament, June 1747 Wherein 

Is Contain'd The Sentiments of the Independent Gentleman of the House, in 

Many Important Matters, of the Utmost Consequence to the Constitution and 

Liberties of Great Britain. (xvi) + 488pp, bound in contemporary calf with gilt 

lining on boards, raised bands and gilt lining on the spine,  title label inset on 

red morocco with gilt lettering, inner hinge strengthened with tape o/w good 

condition, Printed for the Information of the People & Sold by G. Smith, 

London, 1747. * a most unusual item - priced according to the condition. The 

protests are listed in date order as an index and the text is given in full. £130 
 


